AD-EOB A/R™ streamlines the processing of Explanation of Benefits (EOBs) and
payment-related documents that accompany them. AD-EOB A/R delivers accuracy and
efficiency to this critical, yet burdensome task, reducing costs and enabling providers to
maximize their claim recovery rate, increasing revenues and profits.
The solution delivers quick identification, capture and validation of required data, and
automatic creation of individual EOB images from bulk EOBs. Quicker processing translates
into better recovery rate, particularly for supplemental claims.
The intuitive and user-friendly workflow
and user interfaces are designed to allow
junior A/R personnel to independently
manage the vast majority of documents.
For more complex payment issues,
keyers can sort, flag and route problem
documents for further review by more
experienced specialists, with just a few
keystrokes.
AliusDoc solutions are built to integrate with client systems as easily as possible, requiring
far less time and resources to install and maintain. AD-EOB A/R is easily customizable to fit
within the environment and workflow of each client, whether a large medical billing service
company or a small care provider office.
The logical and streamlined end-to-end capture workflow also saves time and money in the
adjacent processes of document handling and proper routing and archiving within your
document management system. More accuracy means eliminating the costly tracking and
correcting of errors further into the process.
The overall result is the ability to more accurately process more EOBs, payments, and other
documents in far less time, with far fewer people. Less experienced staff can focus on
conforming documents, while high-value knowledge specialists are able to focus on
revenue maximization.
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AD-EOB A/R Functionality and Features
Paper EOBs (Explanation of Benefits) and related payment documents (insurance or
private/patient) are very costly to reconcile with billing. Additionally, there is a great deal of
manual handling when sending out secondary billing. AD-EOB A/R streamlines the
processing and capture of all payment documentation, including:
Automatically captures EOB data – patient, payer and line item service details.
Captures accompanying payment information (payer and check/credit/debit
information)
Reconciles EOB data with your billing system.
Generates re-composed single-patient images for secondary billing.
Handles multiple EOBs within one document
Captures different types of payments, including:
 Institutional Checks included with EOBs
 ‘Private payments’ from patients (with or without voucher)
 Credit/Debit card payments (with or without voucher)
Indexes and routes EOBs and payment documents from plans and patients

Flexible Capture and Validation of All EOB Data
Patient data, service line items, and insurance carrier information are all captured and
automatically validated against your billing system and initial claim data, presenting only
non-matching data for manual review. AD-EOB also automatically applies math balancing
rules to ensure all charges were accurately captured.

Makes Secondary Billing HIPPA-Compliant
Automatically generate single-patient
images from EOB pages containing
multiple patients per page. These singlepatient images can then be faxed or
mailed for secondary billing, without costly
manual photocopying and redaction of
other patients’ information.
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AliusDoc Sort, Capture and Index Product Platform
The AD-EOB A/R solution is built on top of AliusDoc’s AD-SCI™ product platform. AD-SCI
automates the entry and validation of data from structured and unstructured forms as well
as white mail correspondence. The ultimate objective is to automate manual data entry,
manual pre-processing, image classification and form identification while streamlining the
data entry process, reducing operational costs, and increasing productivity.
About AliusDoc
AliusDoc provides document imaging solutions, data capture and I/OCR technologies. AliusDoc
possesses extensive knowledge of forms processing applications within the horizontal
marketplace as well as specific vertical application expertise within the financial, healthcare, and
government sectors. AliusDoc offers forms processing solutions as well as professional and
project management consulting services.
For more information, visit us at
www.aliusdoc.com or email us at InfoRequests@aliusdoc.com.
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